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500 series HV Transformers

It is known that the HV transformers of the 500 series dipped in epoxy have age problems. 
Rewinding a new transformer is difficult to accomplish without specific means, such as “cross 
winders”, especially if you want to wound four wires together. 
The first question for restoring a 547 was whether it is  possible to wind a simple-to-realize 
transformer made with materials of easy availability. 

The features had to be: 

1 - monofilar windings; 
2 - separate secondary on different layers; 
3 - standard windings (not crossed); 
4 - core ETD44;
5 - wires not so thin to be difficult to stretch and wound.
6 - no exotic coil former;
7 - no modification to 547 original schematic;
8 - no vacuum diode on high voltage.

The reasons for the choice of ETD44 were simple: I had one at home and ETD44 is  the only one 
that (mostly) fits  in the HV box of 547.
After a quick calculation I created a prototype that operates well and is in service since 2006. I 
currently have four scopes with new transformers, all working (544, 546 ,547, 556).

However, not all desiderata have been respected:

1 - a small modification to the HV box has been needed;
2 - changes to the HV circuit, though completely trivial, turned out to be useful;
3 - primary winding is bifilar (!); 

Two different types of windings will be presented:

1 - alternate secondary windings;
2 - secondary windings on different sections of the core.

Some different transformers will be presented; three for the 547, the others for the 556 (Upper and 
Lower Beam).
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Reference schematic

Tektronix type 547 oscilloscope, Partial CRT circuit from original manual.

T1 is the transformer of which a reconstruction is proposed;
C808 or “C_tank”, with T1 form the oscillator.
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Core

The core is composed of two different ETD44 ferrites, one with a null gap, the other with 0.5mm 
gap (g in figure). 

The used material is TDK B66365G0000X127 and B66365G0500X127 (N27).1

It is not necessary to use the same core, the one that matters is to have a value of Al2 not less than 
400, otherwise you will not be able to keep the number of turns low.
 
With N27 and 0.5mm gap, Al is approx. 440.

1 Datasheet on https://www.tdk-electronics.tdk.com/inf/80/db/fer/etd_44_22_15.pdf
2   Al is inductance factor; Al = L/N²;  unit is nH.
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Primary winding

Volt RMS Pin number in Tek
120-0308

Turns Wire (mm)

0-55-165 1 -2- 3 0-16-48 bifilar 2 x 0.17

The winding is finished with two 0.2mm paper turns.

No coil former was used.The wire is wound directly on a 15mm diameter iron cylinder, covered 
with 0.2mm paper. When the transformer was completely wounded, the cylinder has been removed. 
For some transformers, I also used a standard vertical coil former, reworked to eliminate all the 
parts that go into mechanical conflict with the HV box, but the electrical result does not change.

--

My considerations on the number of turns…

It is extremely important to completely fill the surface available, and this criterion is in this case the 
most decisive in choosing the wire diameter (within certain limits). The result is that by winding 
two parallel wires of nominal 0.17mm, they will 48 turns (bifilar) will easily fit in a single layer, 
which is what we need. I expect a higher Rac3 than the original, but this is partially compensated by 
the reduction of the turns.
Winding in bifilar can seem difficult, but there is only one layer, turns are few and the wire big 
enough not to create problems. It can be done easily. 

The reason behind 48 turns and not 60, as in original, is to keep the capacitance low; since not being
able to wind “bee nest”, and the useful space for the windings is quite long, we will have to keep the
number of interfaces4 no more than seven. In fact, in this first type of transformer, the two 
secondaries will be wound alternately5. Consider that the capacitance value for interfaces will be 
about 6pF/cm²; the capacitance between primary and secondary and between secondary and core, I 
didn't consider them:  this because the first layer of the cathode secondary, the one adjacent to the 
primary, is the one directly connected to the ground. If the interfaces will be seven, things will be in 
order. Therefore the secondary turns must be ≈400 (with 0,17mm wire) and therefore the primary 
will stop at 48 turns.
Obviously it would be possible to vary the number of turns if the secondary diameters are varied, 
keeping the interfaces and therefore the capacitances unaltered, and decreasing the induction, but 
there are several reasons not to do this in a  prototype, including having to obtain only one gauge of 
wire.

3 Rac means resistance in AC Volt; I held the frequency of 50kHz as references.

4 For “interface” I mean the surface where two windings overlook each other, as were the plates of a capacitor. For 
this transformer the geometric average capacity is about 80pf. Being the secondary wounded after the primary and 
its isolation, I held a more reasonable value of 100pF. Wanting to stay under the value of 1nF, I preferred not to 
exceed the number of seven interfaces. Being the leakage inductance presumable in 60uH, the first resonance falls a
decade above the maximum operating frequency envisaged (70kHz).

5 I mean the secondaries are not wounded separately, one above the other; instead they are divided into more sections
which are wounded in sequence alternatively.
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Core specs and Al value permits6 to stop at 48 with 160Vac, without special aggravations. The 
primary inductance will be lower than the original, but this is not a problem, if we remain within 
certain limits. The gap is recovered by raising the value of C_tank, to stay in a range between 35 
and 75 kHz.
An inductance is expected near one mH and a 10nF tank cap to keep resonance at approximately 50 
kHz.

6 with Al=400, g=0.5mm, material N27 and 160Vac @ 50khz, I expect an induction value < 90mT, such as to 
produce minimal distortions.
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Secondary winding

Volt RMS Pin number in
Tek 120-0308

Turns Wire (mm)

Cathode 0-1300-1950 5-8-7 0-395-586 0.17
Grid 0-1400 6-9 0-420 0.17

Windings diagram

In order not to interrupt the windings, two separate spools of 0.17mm wire have been prepared; 
while one was unrolled on a winding, the other remained integral with the mandrel.
The insulation between layers was made with common teflon tape for plumbers of 0.076mm and a 
round of 0,05mm baking paper. I approximated half a turn less on the winding ends to be able to get
out on the right side. The reason for putting double the insulation on the last three layers is not due 
to the voltage but to the saving capacitance. The two parts making up the core are held together 
with only two turns of tape. Finished with two-component resin.
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HV Box

The new transformer fits perfectly into the box in place of the original one, except for the lid. The 
seats of the upper screws impact the edges of the core and therefore must be filed properly. It 
involves filing about two mm diagonally for each of the four seats. The work is very simple and 
does not compromise the box. I removed the material using an unprofessional micro-drill.

To prevent the transformer from falling into the hole below it, I placed a 0.5mm piece of rigid tape, 
but anything stiff enough is perfect. It is not necessary to recover the pcb placed on the upper side 
of the old transformer to close the box.
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Testing

One preliminary consideration: with regard to the operation of HV circuits, we can say that, all 
other conditions being equal, the voltage on the V800 screen grid is inversely proportional to the 
efficiency of the transformer. If the steady state voltage is lower than 90V (as per the diagram) then 
the transformer is working well. 

The measured voltage is 60V with the new
transformer.
I took the measurement with the spot stopped
in the center of the screen and just visible, the
time base stopped. The voltage variation with
1ms sweep triggered at 1 kHz and maximum
brightness (it's blinding!) never exceed 85V.

If you want you can optimize things by
choosing the value of the tank capacitor in
order to find the frequency where the
efficiency is greater. I found ≈40kHz, looking at the V800 screen voltage: the value is pretty close 
to what I expected.

No changes, apart from C808, have been made. To be wise, the protection circuit should be changed
(R804, D804) but I didn't do it.
The increase in core temperature, relative to room temperature, is negligible.

Things that are wrong

If the brightness is kept very low, a slight intensity modulation in track (at the oscillator frequency) 
appears at times. The thing is barely perceptible (and totally asynchronous) and is not visible if the 
brightness is kept normal. The cause is an excessive disturbance of the oscillator, probably due to a 
slightly too high value of the primary induction. In the second type of transformer the thing has 
disappeared.
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Second type transformer

Primary:
Volt RMS Pin number in Tek

120-0308
Turns Wire (mm)

0-55-165 1 -2- 3 0-18-54 bifilar 2 x 0.17

Secondary:
Volt RMS Pin number in

Tek 120-0308
Turns Wire (mm)

Cathode 0-1300-1950 5-8-7 0-445-659 bifilar 2 x  0.09
Grid 0-1400 6-9 0-473 bifilar 2 x  0.09

Core is same as previous; 
the coil former is cut in two vertically; 
the primary is wound first (near the core), 27 turns per section; tot. 54 turns on one layer; 
secondary 1 (anode, cathode) is wound on one section, secondary 2 (grid) on the other; 
secondary => about 55 turns per layer; 2 turns of Teflon tape of thickness 0.075mm between all the 
layers of a single winding.

F = 42,092 kHz;
Voltage on the V800 screen grid is 51V.

This transformer works better than all the others, but it is more difficult to build, given the two-wire
secondaries.

         secondary windings on different sections of the core
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Consideration on separate windings

An essential consideration on transformers with separate secondaries, wound on distinct sections: 
the grid voltage becomes a function of the frequency!
This happens because the two secondaries no longer have a close coupling and their cross 
capacitance is reduced to a minimum. The feedback circuit monitors the cathode voltage alone, 
assuming the grid follows. This is still true with this type of winding, as long as the frequency is 
very stable. The consequence is that some time is lost in calibrating everything. I proceeded as 
follows: first I found a value of that tank capacitor that provided good performance, without looking
at the grid voltage. Then I readjusted the secondary grid winding to get the right voltage. Having the
grid fed by a  separate winding, it is quite easy to modify it. It is a matter of a few turns of 
difference, but it is not possible to say in advance how many, because it all depends on the winding 
precision that can be obtained. Despite this hassle, I prefer this type of winding. In any case it is 
desirable that the tank capacitor is of the NP0 silver mica type, due to the low losses and great 
stability. Frequency shifts of a few kHz do not cause pain. The increase of the turns in the primary 
has benefited.
This transformer has been working on a Tek 546 since 2008 without any problems.

Given the reduction in capacitance between the secondaries, one would expect that it will be 
necessary to check the compensation of the unblanking signal (C828, R828 etc, in diagram below). 
In reality, no changes were needed. The check can be done in two ways: 

1 - with a high voltage probe, connected directly to R850; the probe must
load the circuit very lightly, and I do not have a reliable probe for this 
test.

2 - Set the time base on a value of 10ms / Div., reduce the brightness to the 
minimum (just visible) and observe if the first part of the trace is brighter
than the rest. Also check with shorter times, for example 1us / Div.
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It has never been necessary to modify these circuits with the exception of a 556 (lower beam), 
where a compensation has been introduced as shown in the diagram below.
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Third type transformer

It is also possible to wind the first type of transformer on a sectioned coil former; the result is very 
little different and the problem of intensity modulation in track is no longer present. Obviously the 
annoyance of the calibration of the grid winding remains.

Primary:
Volt RMS Pin number in Tek

120-0308
Turns Wire (mm)

0-55-165 1 -2- 3 0-16-48 bifilar 2 x 0.17mm

Secondary:
Volt RMS Pin number in

Tek 120-0308
Turns Wire (mm)

Cathode 0-1300-1950 5-8-7 0-395-586 single 0.17mm
Grid 0-1400 6-9 0-420 single 0.17mm

The core is same as previous; 
the coil former is cut in two vertically; 
the primary is wound first (near the core), 24 turns x section, tot 48 turns on one layer; 
the secondary1 (anode, cathode) is wound on one section, the secondary2 (grid) on the other; 
secondary => about 55 turns per layer; 
2 turns of baking paper between the layers of a single wound;
about halfway through the package, a 0.2mm round of paper (for straightening).

F= 42 kHz;
Voltage on the V800 screen grid is 60V. 

This transformer has been working on a Tek 544 since 2008 without any problems.
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556 transformers

HT transformer for Tek 556 (Upper Beam) V1

Core ETD 44, air gap (total) 0.5mm (column only) (N87)

Primary:
Volt RMS Pin number in Tek

120-0433
Turns Wire (mm)

0-200 4-3 0-57 bifilare 2 x 0.17
0-53 2-1 0-15 bifilare 2 x 0.17

Secondary:
Volt RMS Pin number in

Tek 120-0433
Turns Wire (mm)

Cathode 0-1460 5-8 0-416 singolo 0.17
Grid 0-1470 6-9 0-420 singolo 0.17

The coil former is divided into 2 equal sections. 
The primary is wound first (near the core), starting from primary 2, contact side; 
Primary 1 follows on the same layer. 
One turn of ribbon + 2 turns of paper. 
The secondaries as follows: 
Starting from the contact side, the secondary1 is wound around 60 turns per layer; 
the secondary2 follows. 
Between all the layers 1 round of tape; about halfway through the wounds 1 turn of cardboard.

F = 38KHz;
unwound 5 turns from secondary 2;
R1351 = 270 Ohm
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HT transformer for Tek 556 (Lower Beam) V1

Core ETD 44, air gap (total) 0.5mm (column only) (N87)

Primary:
Volt RMS Pin number in Tek

120-0432
Turns Wire (mm)

0-200 4-3 0-57 bifilar 2 x 0.17
0-53 2-1 0-15 bifilar 2 x 0.17

Secondary:
Volt RMS Pin number in

Tek 120-0432
Turns Wire (mm)

Cathode 0-1460 5-8-7 0-416-539 single 0.17
Grid 0-1470 6-9 0-420 single 0.17

First is wound the primary 2 (near the core), starting from contact side; 
then the primary 1;
A ribbon ride + 2 paper turns follows on the same layer. 

Secondary alternate (like tr1) as follows: 

1 start secondary 1 pin 5 140 turns 
2 start secondary 2 pin 6 140 turns  
3 secondary 1  140 turns
4 secondary 2 140 turns
5 secondary 1  136 turns => TAP pin 8 
6 secondary 2 140 turns => end pin 9
7 secondary 1  123 turns => end pin 7

Among all the layers   => 1 ribbon turn + 1 0.2mm paper turn; 
Among layers 6 and 7 => 1 ribbon turn + 2 0.2mm paper turns. 
Finished with 2 turns of paper + paraffin impregnation.

R1301 = 270 Ohm;
V774C g1 = -4,5V
C1303 2.2n (70kHz)
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HT transformer for Tek 556 (Lower Beam) V2

Core ETD 44, air gap (total) 0.5mm (column only) (N87)

Primary:
Volt RMS Pin number in Tek

120-0432
Turns Wire (mm)

0-200 4-3 0-57 bifilar 2 x 0.17
0-53 2-1 0-15 bifilar 2 x 0.17

Secondary:
Volt RMS Pin number in

Tek 120-0432
Turns Wire (mm)

Cathode 0-1460 5-8-7 0-430-544 single 0.17
Grid 0-1470 6-9 0-440 single 0.17

First is wound the primary 2 (near the core), starting from contact side; 
then the primary 1;
A ribbon turn + 2 paper turns follows on the same layer. 

After winding the primaries, the coil former is divided into 2 equal sections.

Secondary as follows: 

starting from the side opposite the contact side, the secondary 1 is wound 60 turns per layer; 
on the contact side the secondary 2 is wound 60 turns per layer;  
between all the layers a round of tape and a round of 0.2mm cardboard. 
Impregnated with two-component resin.

R1301 = 200 Ohm;
C_tank = as original.

this is the lower beam transformer in use since 2016.
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  Voltage at V1300 anode
  200V/Div. 

  The photo was taken of the same 556 
  with the new transformer mounted
  
  10us/Div 2us/Div.
  

Upper and Lower beam transformers in place
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Tek 531A transformer

This is a transformer for a Tektronix 531 to replace the burnt original. As you can see, the coil 
former is in three sections, with the two secondaries  superimposed and separated; winding is not 
easy. I report it as a curiosity.

ETD 44 core, air gap (total) 0.5mm (column only);

Primary: 0-16-48 two-wire 2 x 0.17mm on one layer;
Secondary1: 0-333 single 0.17mm;
Secondary2: 0-310-609 single 0.17mm;

Secondary winding: all wrapped with the following pattern: 

2 turns of 0,5mm paper between the layers of a single wrapping, 0.2mm paper between the 3 
secondary ones. 

Tests: 

All diodes are silicon; 
Added C 780pF 10kV between the anode of the grid diode (-1450V) and ground. 

It works.
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Tek 549 transformer

The 549 oscilloscope also suffers from the same problem as the 547. Currently the one in my lab 
has the original transformer and, as expected, after about 20 minutes, begins to fall asleep. Soon I 
will try to build a suitable transformer.
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